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ZOOM CHAT about the East Wing. 
 
iPhone: The wonderful collection of members present this evening appear to mostly be 

senior members. Many of those pay reduced and minimal fees. The younger family 

members who carry the bulk of the fees are not well represented. There is a very good 

chance that the people who are present and take an interest may inadvertently vote for self 

serving decisions, the use of the East Wing being a good example! 

Katy Craven: If the reduction in subs is 40% can the club look at changing the reduced fees 

for those over 70 or 80 to nearer full fees. This age group are able to use the club during the 

day when the ages 25-68 are generally at work during the day and can only use the club at 

weekends and some evenings but are paying £5,000 for a family of 5 as opposed to £60 for 

an older member who is able to use the club more regularly 

Joe Vincent: Indeed - we covered a lot of similar points on a WhatsApp chat a week or so 

ago and were encouraged to write to the Membership Sec (which we did - so hopefully this 

view is now on the radar.) 

Chantal Croneen: How will the shortfall be made up if we decide to reduce non-member 

events. Also do you not think that non-member events contribute not just financially, but 

also to the variety and energy of the club. Most importantly, who’s going to pay for these 

ideas? 

Joe Vincent: Comment to this motion - we are a SPORTS club! 

Andi Wellman: We are actually a social, family and sports club - that is what makes us 

special. 

Amanda Burton: I agree with Chantal 

Anne: I agree with Chantal 

Amanda Burton: I have no problem at all with non-member events. I think they add to the 

cachet of the club and I do not want subscriptions increased! 

Anne: This is common sense! 

J Townsend: I very much agree that this issue should be brought up now and then and 

reviewed. But can we have the Committee look at the figures themselves and comment. 

J Townsend: I would be very curious to enquire why it is in decline. 

iPhone: Surely there can’t be a vote on the East Wing resolution this evening with such a 

biased audience 

Henrietta Biddick: Yes I also enjoy seeing events going on and non-members 

experiencing the club 
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J Townsend: Question From James Townsend 982140: Can the committee carry out the 

investigation of this issue and provide their own facts and figures on what has been 

achieved to date and disclose the report that has been mentioned in the talk by the two 

gentlemen. My own comment would be that we need a nuanced approach here. 

Chris Wood: Been there done that 

Robin Griffith: NMB footfall is some 32,000 a year spending on average about £100 so not 

that bad as this speaker suggests 

Samantha Forrest: The east wing designed with corporate events in mind has strikingly less 

character than the rest of the club and could do with becoming more delightful for the 

members in line with so much else at the club. 

Philippa Hicks: If the harness room restaurant was moved to the East Wing, everyone 

would use the space which could be decorated accordingly.  The Harness room could just be 

a coffee shop for those that didn't want food.  I think the members should be encouraged to 

used it and feel they were allowed to use it! 

Rosalind’s iPad: What about traditional prestigious events like rowing, tennis, politics and 

balls which we rather like hearing about.   Lovely to let outsiders enjoy our lovely club.    

And why when you have something interesting like the schools exhibition, Hurlingham 

members are not informed about it?   Rosalind Wolfe 980475 

Andi Wellman: running costs of the Club are already outstripping  income - we will only 

want to be in the EAST WING if there is a  food and beverage provision - is this not just 

increasing operating costs - 

Carol L'Heveder: How do we vote? I vote against! 

Nick Taylor: Please delay decision on this very important matter. c 40o people attending 

the AGM from 13000 members. Nick Taylor 

Chris Wood: Excellent work carried out by all staff during Lockdown 

Rosalind’s iPad: Charitable work marvellous but have you thought of the environmental 

impact of the high carbon footprint of fake grass, the damage to the ecology of the soil and 

the fake grass will end up in landfill 

Andi Wellman: HUGE thanks to robin from ALL of MAin 

J Townsend: Here here 

Nicholas.Pawson: Here here. A great thanks to Alan 

Philippa Hicks: Thank you for zoom fantastic.  My husband is in the room and I am in 

Dorset! 

Carol L'Heveder: We were not able to vote online on the members’ resolution. 

Charles Craven: members resolution should not have been passed with such a one sided 

argument and audience with self interest 

Chris Wood: Outstanding summary from the Chairman, 
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Nicholas.Pawson: Members resolution did not have a large majority. It wouldn't have 

passed as a special resolution (even with the reduced pass rate of 60%). So it should not 

prevent continuing the status quo in the East Wing. 

Lesley Granger: Excellent meeting. Thanks to all and thanks and best wishes to Alan in his 

retirement. 

 


